




X:SIDER

VERSE X:SIDER is a sound system intended for many different situations. It fits in large 
and medium spaces, whether you need sound power, quality, and flexibility.

The guidelines of the project  are high power, fine tuning, endurance, care for details and 
high fidelity in any situation.

X:SIDER has been created as a horizontal array speaker system. The system has a wide 
diffusion cone and its loudspeakers, satellites and subwoofers, are passive, so as to 
reduce their weight and make transport and installation easier.

The best quality materials - including birch plywood - have been used to ensure ultimate 
reliability.

X:SIDER is not just easy to carry, but also easy to install. The satellites have several 
anchor points, to use with standard hardware largely used in the field of lighting.

Furthermore, the subwoofer is equipped with a quick-clasp trolley to move it around.

The heart of the system lies within a digital processor that uses exclusive VERSE  technology, 
which allows fine tuning and optimization of frequency response.

The power amplifiers are the result of the best quality electronic technology, extremely 
efficient and rugged. 



X:SIDER 15

The satellite speakers are built according to specific  
principles. The great durability is a consequence of the 
high quality of the woods used, such as 18mm birch 
plywood. Four layers of scratch-proof paint ensure a 
long lifespan even under critical conditions such as 
high moisture or rain.

Inside the finely crafted wooden case of the X:SIDER 
15 lays an internal frame made of metal corner slabs, 
which makes the satellites practically immune to 
torsion or shock.

12 anchor points grant the satellites wide flexibility 
and easy installation. Furthermore, the same hooks 
used for stage lights can be used to hang the speakers 
to the trusses. These hooks are standard items, highly 
available and widely tested.

Thanks to their accurate design, the satellites, when 
correctly installed, provide a correct diffusion range. 
Two or three satellites can be linked for each side, 
according to the area they have to sonorize.

Another main feature of the X:SIDER is the incredible 
power reserve. Up to 2000 Watts can be applied 
from the amplifier to the speakers, as the processor 
constantly controls the performance and prevents 
overloads, ensuring peerless efficiency and dynamics.

Horizontal array with two speakers

Horizontal array with three speakers

Horizontal directivity map of a single X:SIDER 15Low frequency polar response,
(third-octave spaced)

Frequency response of X:SIDER 15 speaker [dBV]

X:SIDER15

DESCRIPTION 15" satellite with dedicated amplifier

Frequency Range 53Hz - 20Khz

Max SPL (calculated) 128dB (cont.), 134dB (peak)

Dispersion Angle (VxH) 60°x40° (1 enclosure), 60°x76°
(2 enclosures), 60°x116° (3 enclosures)

WOOFER 

Nominal Diameter 15"

Sensitivity (1W/1m) 98 dB

Impedance 8 Ohm

Continuous Power 
Handling

1600 Watt

Magnet neodymium

Voice Coil 4" aluminium

Former glass fibre

TWEETER

Throat Diameter 1.5" 

Sensitivity (1W/1m) 108 dB

Impedance 16 Ohm

Continuous Power 
Handling

160 Watt

Magnet ceramic

Voice Coil 3" aluminium

Diaphragm titanium

Protections HP filter 6 dB/oct, PTC

CONSTRUCTION

Cabinet 18 mm laminated birch plywood

Finish black scratch resistant paint

Protection metal grid

Dimensions (HxWxD) 700 x 460 x 410 mm

Flying system built in suspension system

Accessories (optional) rigging accessory for flying 
up two X:SIDER15,  
rigging accessory 
for flying up three X:SIDER15 

Weight 35 Kg

CONNECTORS

Speakon 1 Neutrik Speakon NL4MP: 1+ Low+, 1- Low-, 
2+ High+, 2- High- 
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X:SUB 218

X:SUB 218

DESCRIPTION 2 x 18" subwoofer with dedicated amplifier

Frequency Range 35Hz - 110Hz

Max SPL (calculated) 138dB (cont.), 144dB (peak)

WOOFER 

Nominal Diameter 2 x 18"

Sensitivity (1W/1m) 98 dB each one

Impedance 2x16 Ohm in parallel

Continuous Power 
Handling

2x2400 Watt

Magnet neodymium

Voice Coil 4" copper

Former glass fibre

CONSTRUCTION

Cabinet 21 mm laminated birch plywood

Finish black scratch resistant paint

Protection metal grid

Dimensions (HxWxD) 570 x 1300 x 700 mm

Accessories 3 stand adaptors, removable rear dolly with 
casters

Weight 83 Kg (without removable dolly)

CONNECTORS

Speakon 1 Neutrik Speakon NL8MPR: 1+/2+ IN+, 
1-/2- IN-

Also in this fundamental element of the system we find
the main building principles of X:SUB 218, such as 
great endurance, thanks to a shock-proof cabinet that 
can survive  the roughest conditions.
The subwoofer is made of top-quality birch plywood, 
21mm thick, produced by the most prestigious 
manufacturer.
The resulting cabinet is resistant to shock and torsion
over the long haul.

This subwoofer delivers up to 3200 Watts of power 
through two 18’’ cones with bass reflex technology.
The sub can thus cover great areas with its low 
frequencies. To ease the transport, X:SUB 218 comes 
with a quick-clutch trolley.

Frequency response of an X:SUB 218 Impedance modulus  of an X:SUB 218 Quick-clutch trolley, included with the sub
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X:SIDER 15 Amp  /  X:SUB 218 Amp

X:SUB 218 Amp

Mains Voltage AC 85V – 270 V, 50/60 Hz with PFC

Output Power bridged mode 1 x 3400 Watt @ 8Ω (EIAJ test 
- 1kHz, 1% THD) 

Damping factor @ 100Hz > 500

Distortion <0.5% (THD, DIM, SMPTE)

Active protective 
circuitry

power limiting, thermal shutdown, short-
circuit / overload output protection

PREAMPLIFIER

Description DSP based (eq, x-over, delay, limit), 24 bit 
convertion, 48 KHz sampling

Input sensitivity 0 dBu

Crossover frequency 110 Hz

Subsonic filter yes

Active protective 
circuitry

clip limiter, signal limiter

Nominal inpedance 15 kOhm balanced to ground

DIMENSIONS

H x W x D 88 (2U) x 483 x 350  mm

Weight 8.5 Kg

CONTROL PANEL

Level from -Inf to 0 dB

Controls (2 pushes with 
led)

PHASE (for inverting phase)

USER

Indication leds 1 green led = On/Off

1 green leds = Signal on

1 red leds = Compression

1 red leds = Protection

1  red led = Temperature

CONNECTORS

2 XLR female 
input signal left/right

2 XLR male 
link signal left/right

2 RJ45 input/output RS485

1 Neutrik Speakon NL8MPR: 1+/2+ OUT+, 
1-/2- OUT-

1 Neutrik Powercon NAC3MPA AC IN 

1 Neutrik Powercon NAC3MPB AC OUT

X:SIDER15 Amp

Output Power 2 x 1050 Watt @ 8Ω (EIAJ test - 1kHz, 1% THD) ,  2 x 570 
Watt @ 16Ω (EIAJ test - 1kHz, 1% THD) 

Damping factor 20 Hz – 1000 Hz > 200

Distortion <0.5% (THD, DIM, SMPTE)

Active protective 
circuitry

power limiting, thermal shutdown, short-circuit / overload 
output protection

PREAMPLIFIER

Description DSP based (eq, x-over,comp,delay, limit), 24 bit convertion, 
48 KHz sampling

Input sensitivity 0 dBu

Crossover frequency 1000 Hz

Subsonic filter yes

Active protective 
circuitry

clip limiter, signal limiter

Nominal inpedance 15 kOhm balanced to ground

DIMENSIONS

H x W x D 88 (2U) x 241.5 x 350  mm

Weight 5 Kg

CONTROL PANEL

Level from -Inf to 0 dB

Controls (3 pushes with 
led)

CLUSTER (for use side by side), H. PASS (high pass filter), 
USER

Indication leds 1 green led = On/Off

2 green leds = Signal on low/high

2 red leds = Compression low/high

2 red leds = Protection low/high

1  red led = Temperature

CONNECTORS

1 XLR female input signal

1 XLR male link signal

2 RJ45 input/output RS485

1 Neutrik Speakon NL4MP: 1+ Low+, 1- Low-, 2+ High+, 
2- High- 

1 Neutrik Powercon NAC3MPA AC IN 

1 Neutrik Powercon NAC3MPB AC OUT

On demand, VERSE can deliver you the X:SIDER system with the customer selected configuration, already cabled and installed on standard 19’’ racks, complete with its 
Power Box and ready to use!

Amp support bars X:SUB 218 Amp

X:SIDER 15 Amp and X:SUB 218 Amp are the very heart of X:SIDER, the source of the immense power of this amplification system.
They have been conceived to be incredibly tough, capable of giving their best in any situation, even the most extreme, and also have a very pleasant vintage look.

A personal computer can be connected to the amplifiers through an “Ethernet” cable, to control and tune the X:SIDER. All the ready-made presets can be modified and 
customized through an optional editing software (D:SP Editor). The software grants access to all system parameters, giving unique flexibility to the system.



X:SIDER / CONFIGURATIONS

Two X:SIDER 15 and one X:SUB 218 system Two hanging X:SIDER 15 and one X:SUB 218 configurationThree X:SIDER 15 and one X:SUB 218 system Three hanging X:SIDER 15 and two X:SUB 218 configuration

Minimum stereo configuration
with cabled rack

The compact design, the maximum reliability and the careful attention to every single detail allow to set up easily and with little effort several configurations, depending on 
user needs. The products of the X:SIDER series are designed and crafted to guarantee the exact scattering angle both on the stage trusses and on their own. They’re adapted 
for every kind of location, small one or very big one.



X:SIDER / 1 SUB AND 2 SATELLITES CONFIGURATION X:SIDER / 2 SUBS AND 4 SATELLITES CONFIGURATION

MIXER KEY
XLR

Connector

SPEAKON
Connector

KEY
XLR

Connector

SPEAKON
Connector



X:SIDER / D:SP EDITOR / ACCESSORIESX:SIDER / 4 SUBS AND 6 SATELLITES CONFIGURATION

Protection cover for X:SIDER 15

Protection cover for X:SUB 218

8 meters connection cable

12 meters connection cable

A couple of screens from the software D:SP editor

N.B.

When using 
a horizontal array 
of three X:SIDER 15, 
we suggest you use 
the CLUSTER preset 
from the front panel 
of your X:SIDER 15 AMP

KEY
XLR

Connector

SPEAKON
Connector

PC editing software is available with the X:SIDER system. This software connects the 
computer to the speakers, to set the equalizer and other parameters. Volumes and the 
“health” of each speaker will be shown on screen. It will also display temperatures, 
signal overloads, the limiters’ activity and further information on the overall condition 
of the X:SIDER speakers in real time.

Support bars to install a single X:SIDER 15






